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The implementation of new multi-anion materials can enable a wide range of
useful functionalities that will be needed in modern technological applications,
primarily in high-performance optical and electronic devices [11, 12]. The sim-
plest compositions of these materials comprise two-anion systems, which form
such well-known families of ternary compounds as oxyhydroxides [13, 14, 15],
oxynitrides [16, 17, 18] oxyfluorides [19, 20, 21, 22], and oxyhydrides [23, 24].
Chemical engineering of rare earth oxyhydrides was initiated more than 10 years
ago to improve a number of key properties of metal hydrides [25, 26, 27]. It was
found that the introduction of oxygen into the hydride structure not only rearranges
the stoichiometry due to the flexible stabilization of hydrogen and oxygen positions
in the host lattice, but also greatly expands the chemical potential of the modified
metal-hydride system due to the direct addition of oxygen [23, 24, 28, 29, 30,
31]. The most important feature of stabilization of the oxyhydride compound
is that in the condensed state two or more anions (such as O2 – and H– ) located
near the metal cation are balanced by coordinated sharing of the common crystal
space [11, 12, 30]. This opens up great potential for further functionalization of
these materials, giving direct control over optical and electronic responses [32,
33, 34]. In this aspect, the recent experimental discovery that rare-earth hydrides,
when partially oxidized, can exhibit photochromic properties under the exposure
to visible or ultraviolet light [25, 26, 27, 35] is fundamentally important. This
work was continued by several research groups in order to understand what new
effects might arise due to the mutual interplay between the introduced oxygen and
the crystal lattice of the hydride compound [36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. The focus of nu-
merous experimental works was primarily on the electronic and optical properties
of these new materials. In particular, it is worth noting the reports of the discov-
ery of persistent photoconductivity and reversible color change under exposure
to light [25, 41], as well as the lattice contraction effect [42] and the possibility
of band gap engineering [43]. Several characteristics of the electronic structure
were determined by UV-vis spectrophotometry [44] and optical ellipsometry [45].
In technological aspect, it should also be noted that the significant advantage of
photochromic devices based on Y−H−O systems is evidenced by the fact that the
light-induced drop in transmittance occurs uniformly at all wavelengths of sunlight.
Whereas, in contrast to this case, in known oxide-based photochromic devices
such as WO3, illumination with ultraviolet or blue light leads to the formation of
mid-gap states that block visible light. Moreover, inorganic materials are more
durable than x-chromatic devices based on polymers [46].
The results of the previous investigations, as well as Pishtshev and Karazhanov’s
theoretical work [31], inspired the present study. Our goal was to significantly
increase our knowledge of the physical and chemical behavior of oxygen in rare-
earth metal hydrides. In particular, the question of how much oxygen the ensemble
of interacting particles is ready to trap, accommodate, and order has remained
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entirely unclear until now. However, this amount is the most important parameter
to control the stability and material properties of a given system. Moreover, no
explanation has yet been obtained for the experimental fact that changing the
ratio of oxygen to hydrogen can significantly affect the elastic, electronic, and
optical properties of the oxyhydride system. Thus, a theoretical understanding of
the chemical addition of oxygen and its functional role in the properties of solid
oxyhydrides is very important for the development of new materials with unique
characteristics. Another reason for the deep study of oxyhydrides is the expectation
that materials derived from them will be very promising for creating new elements,
films, and devices that can be used in solid-state optoelectronics, photochromic and
sensor technologies, as well as in hydrogen storage systems. Our research strategy
is based not only on a thorough treatment of the results of the first-principles
calculations. This is because the typical requirements for computing material
characteristics are usually based on a number of costly numerical procedures and
intuitive assumptions. In our work, we follow a more comprehensive approach,
combining a systematic analysis of the computational results with the group-
theoretical methods of mathematical crystallography. This allows us to simulate
material properties through the theoretical design of various crystal models. The
studies become more profound and trustworthy because this approach allows
simulating and predicting the composition-structure-property relationships at the
atomic level.
The main aim of the present PhD thesis is the rare-earth metal oxyhydrides
Y−H−O, La−H−O and Gd−H−O which will be studied by using a combination
of the theoretical and computational strategies. We will examine in detail the
structural, electronic, vibrational, and optical properties of these materials, analyze
features of chemical bonding and structure-property relationships, and perform
theoretical modeling of oxidation processes and crystal assemblies. To successfully
implement the main aim, the following secondary objectives have been under the
research focus:
1) schemes of rational design of oxyhydride systems in terms of first-principle
modeling of partial oxidation of metal hydrides, analysis of chemical bonding and
stability of different lattice configurations;
2)prediction of the phase diagram, crystal chemistry and physics of the most attrac-
tive oxyhydride models;
3) computational characterization of material properties of the oxyhydride systems;
4) establishing structure-property relationships in oxyhydride systems, understand-
ing the key role of oxygen in the control of electronic and optical properties.
5) model design of oxyhydride films with oxygen-controlled optical properties.
The results of the planned studies are expected to expand the knowledge base on
the material properties of rare-earth metal oxyhydrides, explain the nature of the
optical properties of these materials, understand their features driven by chemical
and physical factors, suggest ways to improve their properties, and predict new
promising compounds based on oxyhydrides.
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2. STATE-OF THE ART OF STUDY ON MULTI-ANION
MATERIALS
2.1. On systematics of multi-anion materials
A solid whose crystal lattice contains two or more anions belongs to the class
of multi-anion systems. The most known families are: oxyhydroxides (or oxide-
hydroxide) [13, 14, 15], oxyfluorides (oxide-fluoride) [19, 20, 21, 22] and oxyni-
trides (oxide-nitride) [16, 17, 18]. Condensed systems of the type RexHyOz, where
Re is a trivalent rare-earth element, form a class of oxyhydrides (oxide-hydride) [23,
24]. Unlike binary compounds such as oxides, fluorides, nitrides, and hydrides,
whose structures consist of simple building blocks, a multi-anion compound ac-
quires new degrees of freedom due to differences in such characteristics as valence,
ionic radius, and electronegativity. [11, 12]. Table 1 illustrates a comparison of the
individual characteristics of several nonmetals. The utilization of these degrees
of freedom through various chemical combinations opens up more possibilities to
control and modify the structural and electronic properties of a material synthesized
as a multicomponent compound according to the "cation + anion1 + anion2 + ..."
scheme. As for the case of two anions, such a scheme is graphically illustrated
in Figure 1 for the Y-H-O system. In the thesis, our primary interest is a detailed
study of oxyhydride systems in which two anions, O2 – and H– , together with a
rare-earth metal cation share a common chemical space.
Figure 1. Schematic diagram illustrating the Y-H-O oxyhydride system [1].
2.2. Synthesis of metal oxyhydrides
It is known from the chemistry of metal hydrides that (i) their decomposition at high
temperatures occurs with the release of molecular hydrogen H2 [53, 54, 55], and
(ii) the interaction of metal oxides with H2 usually leads to the complete reduction
of the oxide to the metallic state [56, 57]. The idea of using unsaturated versions
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Table 1. Atomic characteristics shown in terms of the charge, atomic mass (in amu),
electron affinity (in kJ mol−1), ionic radius of anion (in pm) and Pauling electronegativity
(all the data are taken from Ref. [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52].
Atom Anion Anion Atomic Electron Ionic radius Pauling
shell charge mass affinity of anion electro-
config. (amu) (kJ mol−1) (pm) negativity
H 1s1 −1 1 72.8 134 2.20
F 2s22p5 −1 19 328.2 129 3.98
Cl 3s23p5 −1 35.5 348.6 167 3.16
O 2s22p4 −2 16 141.0 135 3.44
of a metal hydride as a starting compound to make its oxyhydride was proposed by
Fokin et al [28, 29, 30]. The synthesis was realized by partial oxidation of MHx
(M = Ti, Zr, Sc, Y, V) metal hydrides with molecular oxygen. These compounds
in the form of dihydrides were first obtained by hydrogenation of their iodides
at 550 C and hydrogen pressure of 1 - 1.5 MPa, and then they were converted
to monohydride phases by calcination at 600 C under a vacuum of 1 Pa. Next,
oxidation with molecular oxygen at 1 MPa and heating to 330 C was performed.
To find different stoichiometric configurations, the time of this operation varied
from 5 minutes to 3 hours.
The experimental work of Kageyama’s group [58, 59, 60] on the synthesis of
several oxyhydride compounds crystallizing in spinel- and perovskite-like struc-
tures was based on the topochemical reduction of initial oxides followed by the
removal of undesirable byproducts. The key feature of this method is that it does
not require high temperatures and pressure. By means of topochemical reactions
it also became possible to synthesize oxyhydride derivatives of titanates, (Ba,
Sr, Ca, Eu)TiO3–xHx [61, 62, 63], cobaltate LaSrCoO3H0.7 [64] and vanadate
SrVO2H [65]. The opportunity to perform the high pressure direct synthesis from
the initial mixture of hydride and oxide compounds was also utilized. The high-
pressure effect, which prevented the release of gaseous hydrogen H2, enabled
this solid-phase synthesis of such metal oxyhydrides as LaSrMnO3.3H0.7 [66],
Sr2VO3H [67] and SrCrO2H [68].
A research group led by S. Karazhanov developed and implemented another
approach to the synthesis of stable yttrium oxyhydrides, which enabled to obtain
thin oxyhydride films of different chemical compositions [25, 69, 70]. According to
the reported method, the preparation of the two-anion oxyhydride system consists
of two stages: deposition of yttrium hydride on a glass substrate in the unsaturated
form YHx in the first stage and subsequent oxidation by atmospheric oxygen in the
second stage. The schematic flowchart of obtaining the material is illustrated in
Figure 2. The deposition of YHx thin films is provided at a low pressure of 10
−1
Pa by magnetron sputtering of a pure metallic yttrium target in a flow of argon and
hydrogen gases mixed in a ratio of about 8 : 1. In the second stage, the deposited
YHx is exposed to an air atmosphere to introduce oxygen into the film. The amount
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Figure 2. Schematic view of the synthesis mechanism of yttrium oxyhydride thin films,
fabricated by partial oxidation of yttrium hydrides which were obtained by magnetron
sputtering.
of oxygen absorbed depends on the exposure of the sample to air (up to several
hours to obtain the maximum oxygen content). That is, the lighter the sample with
respect to its light transparency, the more oxygen is chemically bound in the bulk
structure. Moreover, to obtain a homogeneous yttrium oxyhydride composition
throughout the sample, the substrate carrier functions in oscillation mode in front
of the yttrium target [36].
2.3. Study of the properties of yttrium oxyhydhrides
The most attractive feature of a multi-anion compound is the possibility of flexible
control of the structure-property relationships [12, 23, 24, 31]. The enlargement
of the number of degrees of freedom due to the integration of additional oxygen
anions into the yttrium hydride matrix adds more functionality to these materials.
Moreover, a smooth adjustment of the synthesis conditions may make it possible
to obtain multi-anion materials with controlled stoichiometry. Thus, an important
task is to clarify how changing the oxygen concentration in yttrium hydride films
can affect the structural, electronic, and optical properties of the oxyhydrides.
2.3.1. Chemical formula for yttrium oxyhydride
The chemical formula of the stable yttrium oxyhydride composition has been the
subject of much debate for a long time. For the first time the chemical formula
was suggested by Pishtshev and Karazhanov in Ref. [31]. In order to take into
account the incorporation of oxygen via the H-O substitution, two hydrogen atoms
occupied interstice positions of the original YH3 fcc-lattice were replaced by one
oxygen atom. Such theoretical model corresponded to a chemical composition
of YH3-2xOx with x=0.25, which is very close to an approximate composition of
YH2.4O0.3 proposed in Ref. [42]. Next, screening of oxygen position preferences
was carried out together with full geometrical optimization. It was found, that the
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relaxed lattice parameter a=5.233 of the equilibrium structure YH2.5O0.25 agrees
well with the experimental value of a = 5.24 [42]. Subsequently, this result was
experimentally confirmed by Netherlands group [71, 72]. Later, the chemical
formula YH2-xOx was suggested as a result of a systematic composition analysis
carried out in Ref. [38] using time-of-flight elastic recoil detection analysis (TOF-
ERDA).
2.3.2. Correlation of oxygen content with stoichiometry and crystal
structure
In work [37], the aim was to investigate the relationship between the chemical
composition of Y-H-O thin films and their key properties. For this purpose,
a sample of yttrium oxyhydride thin film was prepared with varying oxygen
concentration along the length. The images given in Figure 3 show the optical
behavior of the Y-H-O thin-film sample in which the color changes from black
opaque when oxygen content is low to transparent when oxygen content is high.
Two different states corresponding to the composite (two-phase) metal/insulator
film were experimentally observed: the first picture in the upper panel was taken
immediately after exposure to air (about 2 hours after deposition), and the second
picture in the lower panel was taken after the sample was exposed to air 57 days
after deposition. It can be seen that the edge of the black opaque part of the
sample has shifted 10 mm to the left due to changes caused by further oxidation.
Measurements of oxygen levels along the length of the sample showed a gradual
increase in the average bulk ratio [O]/[Y] from 0.25 for the (left) black region to
0.65 for the transparent region. These data are also in good agreement with the
results of the elastic energy recoil detection analysis and nuclear reaction analysis
reported in the paper [41]. In addition, this sample of yttrium oxyhydride film
was investigated by X-ray diffraction analysis. Measurements were done along the
lateral direction of the film for a number of positions from 5 to 70 mm spaced in 5
mm intervals. The obtained GI-XRD diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 4a.
Based on XRD experiments, the crystal structure of both the black (opaque) and
yellow (transparent) regions of this yttrium oxyhydride sample was classified as
matching cubic symmetry. This result confirmed the conclusions of the previous
XRD analysis [25].
Thus, the dependence of the metal-dielectric transition on oxygen content
becomes a dominant effect as more and more oxygen is chemically and structurally
incorporated into the hydride lattice. The interesting fact is that the addition of
oxygen causes an expansion of the host structure. Figure 4b shows an enlarging of
the lattice parameter with the increase of oxygen content. It can be seen that as the
color changes from opaque black to transparent yellow, the average lattice constant
gradually rises from 5.27 to 5.34 Å. The compositional characteristics of yttrium
oxyhydride films were investigated using the Time-of-Flight/Energy coincidence
Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ToF-E ERDA) spectra [40]. The features of the
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Figure 3. Optical behavior of Y-H-O metal/insulator composite film as a function of
time. The upper image corresponds to the experiment completion time, the lower one
– after 57 days. Reprinted from [37] with permission from Elsevier. License Number
5084811379232.
Figure 4. GI-XRD studies of Y-H-O metal/insulator composite film [37]. (a) GI-XRD
patterns measured at different positions. The major diffraction peaks correspond to the
(111), (200), (220) and (311) orientations. (b) Change of the lattice parameter versus
oxygen content (as specified by the position on the sample). The colors are defined in the
caption to Figure 3. Reprinted from [37] with permission from Elsevier. License Number
5084811379232.
spectral behavior for the individual components of the oxyhydride composition
are demonstrated in Figure 5. The depth profiles of the atomic concentrations of
yttrium, oxygen, and hydrogen were measured for both surface and bulk regions. A
careful comparison of the obtained spectra allowed the authors of the paper [40] to
conclude that the chemical transformation into an oxyhydride composition occurs
according to the standard route of the oxidation process, when hydrogen is partially
replaced with oxygen, and the balance of charges is ensured by the fact that the
amount of Y remains at the same level. Besides, it was ascertained that light
illumination has no effect at all on the atomic concentration of yttrium, oxygen and
hydrogen in the Y−H−O system.
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Figure 5. The results of ToF-E ERDA investigation for the yttium oxyhydride film [40].
Depth-integrated profiles associated with the Y, H and O atomic concentrations are given
for three regimes of light illumination: before (light off), during 48 hours (light on) and 2
hours after (light off). (a) The surface region – [0–350]×1015 at/cm2; (b) the bulk region –
[350–2000]×1015 at/cm2. Reprinted from [40] with permission from Elsevier. License
Number 5084821024631.
The synthesis of an orthorhombic phase of bulk yttrium oxyhydride in the
high-oxygen composition YHO was reported in 2019 [73]. The crystal structure
of this material, corresponding to the anti-LiMgN structure type, possesses Pnma
space symmetry, which has been confirmed by powder neutron and powder X-ray
diffraction measurements.
2.3.3. Electrical properties
The photoinduced electrical resistance was measured for the black and transparent
regions of the yttrium oxyhydride composite sample (which has already been
mentioned above as well as in Figure 3) [37]. Figure 6a illustrates how the
resistivity grows with increasing oxygen content in yttrium oxyhydride, showing
a sharp drop in conductivity between the black opaque and transparent yellow
regions, which relates to the metal-dielectric transition point controlled by oxygen.
The lowest resistivity value ρ = 10−2 Ωcm observed in the leftmost position of
the figure panel corresponds to the region with the lowest oxygen content, which
is characterized by a metallic ground state. Further reduction of the [O]/[Y]
ratio allows synthesis of more electrically conductive yttrium oxyhydride films,
which exhibit ρ = 10−3 Ωcm [25, 36]. The metal-dielectric transition (i.e., the
switch from a black opaque state to a yellow transparent state, as depicted in
Figure 6a) is accompanied by a significant increase in resistivity of about four
orders of magnitude; a feature which is also typical of other REM oxyhydrides,
such as GdOyHx [35, 74]. The strong jump in resistivity is associated with the
opening of the interband gap, which occurs in the electronic subsystem when the
component ratio [O]/[Y] in the yttrium oxyhydride composition becomes greater
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Figure 6. (a) Photoinduced electrical resistivity of yttrium oxyhydride sample measured
for different bleaching times [37]. The colors are defined in the caption to Figure 3. (b) Pho-
toconductivity as a function of brightening time, measured at different positions to reflect
variations in oxygen content. The solid lines represent the best fit to the experimental data.
Reprinted from [37] with permission from Elsevier. License Number 5084811379232.
than ∼0.2. As found in the experiment, the highest resistivity value, 1.8 ∗ 106
Ωcm, corresponds to the region with a high oxygen content, which represents the
dielectric ground state, characterized by the yellow transparent region in Figure 6a.
Figure 6b demonstrates changes in photoconductivity σ for different positions on
the yttrium oxyhydride sample as a function of bleaching time. It can be seen that
a variation of photoconductivity by at least one order of magnitude can also be
achieved by adjusting the bleaching time.
2.3.4. Electronic states and optical properties
The valence states of yttrium oxyhydride were studied by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). Figure 7 shows the experimental XPS spectra both for black
opaque and transparent yttrium oxyhydride samples, which are compared with
the XPS spectra measured for yttrium hydrides, yttrium oxide, and metallic yt-
trium [27]. Comparison of the spectra revealed the presence of a stable (chemically
bound) amount of oxygen in all yttrium oxyhydride samples. The band gap value
estimated from the experimental valence band spectrum for the transparent sample
was about 4 eV, which agrees well with the results of other measurements [43, 76].
Optical properties of the yttrium oxyhydride thin films are described in Figure 8
which demonstrates spectral properties of the refractive index (n) and extinction
coefficient (k) in dependence on light wavelength λ in the interval between 300 and
1700 nm [45]. As one would expect, at longer wavelengths the optical behavior of
the black opaque yttrium oxyhydride samples (designated S1 and S2 in Figure 8)
is characterized by a nonzero extinction coefficient, which is caused by the Drude
contribution to conductivity [78, 79, 80]. For the transparent samples (S3, S4, and
S5 in Figure 8) in the wide spectral range above the fundamental absorption edge,
the refractive index decreases smoothly with increasing wavelength. This behaviour
is typical for semiconductor and dielectric materials [81, 82]. For example, the
observed behavior of the refractive index in transparent yttrium oxyhydride is
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Figure 7. Comparison of the experimental XPS spectra measured for black opaque and
transparent yttrium oxyhydride samples [27] with reference spectra of compounds Y, YH2
and YH3 [75]. The presence of oxygen in the oxyhydride samples is demonstrated in
terms of the O-1s core levels. Reprinted from [27] with permission from Elsevier. License
Number 5084830028304.
Figure 8. Refractive index n (left figure) and extinction coefficient k (right figure)
determined for yttrium oxyhydride thin films of different thickness and different deposition
conditions [45]. The measurements designated as S1 and S2 and the measurements
designated as S3, S4 and S5 correspond to the experiments performed for black opaque
and transparent samples, respectively. For comparison, the figure additionally illustrates
the data for n(λ ) and k(λ ) obtained for pure Y2O3 oxide [77]. Reprinted from [45] with
permission from John Wiley and Sons. License Number 5084830449345.
similar to that described for a wide band gap yttrium oxide [77].
The transmission (T ) and absorption (A) spectra of transparent yttrium oxy-
hydride thin films deposited at different pressures in the magnetron sputtering
chamber are shown in Figures 9a and 9b, respectively [43]. Figure 9a shows
that the samples synthesized at a higher deposition pressure have better optical
transmission. That is, increasing the deposition pressure leads to a shift of the
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Figure 9. Optical properties of transparent yttrium oxyhydride thin films. Transmission
(a) and absorption (b) spectra were measured for the samples deposited at various ar-
gon/hydrogen pressures ranging from 0.4 to 6.0 Pa [43]. Measurements of a glass substrate
are also included as a reference. Reprinted from [43] with permission from AIP Publishing.
License Number 5084831382961.
absorption band edge toward shorter wavelengths. The absorption spectra shown
in Figure 9b demonstrate how the optical interband gap consistently increases
with increasing deposition pressure. Analysis of the transmission and reflection
spectra (R) of yttrium oxyhydride films showed that the optical band gap can be in
a wide range of values 2.8 – 3.7 eV [25]. The widening of the optical band gap
is directly related to the oxidation effect, when more oxygen added increases the
ionic contribution in the chemical bonds [43]. As an illustration of the oxygen-
induced modification, it is interesting to note that the aforementioned optical band
gap values determined for yttrium oxyhydrides [25] are between the 2.6 eV value
known for pure yttrium trihydride YH3 [83] and the 5.5 eV value known for ionic
Y2O3 [84]. From a practical point of view, this possibility to control flexibly the
band gap width and optical properties by changing the oxygen content makes
rare-earth oxyhydrides promising materials for further use in the development of
optoelectronic applications.
Figure 10. Illustration of the photochromic response in yttrium oxide film [45]. (a)
Optical transmittance measured before and after 1 hour of illumination. (b) and (c) –
Change in spectral behavior of refractive index and extinction coefficient, respectively,
with illumination. Reprinted from [45] with permission from John Wiley and Sons. License
Number 5084830449345.
One of the interesting optical effects demonstrated by transparent yttrium oxy-
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hydride thin films is their ability to change transmittance when illuminated by
light [27, 36, 43]. This specific feature of darkening of the material under the
influence of light underlies the photochromic effect [85, 86, 87, 88]. A thorough
study of the effect in oxyhydride systems was initiated in 2011 by two research
groups – in Norway and in Netherlands [25, 26]. Although much attention has
recently been paid to the study of the photochromic response in various oxyhy-
drides [37, 38, 42, 69, 72, 76], the physical mechanism of light-induced darkening
is still a subject of considerable discussions. In this regard, it is interesting to
mention the experimental work [45] in which the optical properties of transparent
yttrium oxyhydrides were investigated both before and after 1 hour of illumination
in a solar simulator calibrated to 1 of the Sun. The results shown schematically
in Figure 10 allowed the authors [45] to present the genesis and evolution of the
photochromic response in yttrium oxide film in terms of the optical behavior of
a composite system – a macroscopic wide-gap matrix in which the creation and
dynamics of metal domains are regulated by light.
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3. THEORETICAL METHODS
3.1. Discrete symmetries of solids
The crystal structure of solid materials can be described as a combination of the
basis, a set of atoms arranged in a certain way, and the lattice, which determines
the repeating (periodic) configuration of the crystal (translational symmetry). A
schematic representation of the crystal structure of a solid is shown in Figure 11 [89,
90]. The basis can also be defined as the set of points in a unit cell, the smallest
repeating unit possessing an entire symmetry of the crystal structure. Geometrically,
a unit cell can be described as a traditional parallelepiped represented by six
variables – the lengths of the cell faces (a, b, c) and the angles between them (α ,
β , γ).
Figure 11. Schematic view of the crystal structure of a solid represented in terms of
composition of a basis, a set of atoms arranged in a particular way, and a lattice [89, 90].
From a fundamental point of view, it is important that the ordered arrangement
of atoms in a unit cell can be objectively characterized by discrete symmetry
operations. A symmetry operation is defined as a formal action of a transformation
that does not change the crystalline object after the action has been completed
(i.e. its structure remains invariant under the given transformation) [91, 92, 93].
According to the particular configuration of atoms in a given discrete structure,
only certain combinations of symmetry elements can be associated with a crystal
lattice. As a result, it is possible to group atoms with the same symmetry elements
and classify crystals according to their symmetry. A complete set of symmetry
elements (such as translation, reflection, rotation and inversion) allows us to classify
the ordering of atoms in a crystal body in terms of 7 crystal systems, 14 Bravais
lattices, 32 point groups and 230 space groups [94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101].
3.1.1. Characterizaton tools
The software tools [102, 103] hosted by the Bilbao Crystallography Server [104,
105, 106] present a set of various applications of group theory that can be suc-
cessfully applied to describe symmetry in a crystal, analyze lattice structure, study
the symmetry properties of electronic structure and classify vibrational modes, to
understand possible structural transformations and phase transitions in crystals, etc.
The Bilbao Crystallography Server is an open-access website that runs an online
crystallographic database and software dedicated to the analysis, calculations, and
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visualization of problems of structural and mathematical crystallography, solid
state physics, and crystal chemistry (Figure 12).
Figure 12. Screenshot of the main web-page of Bilbao Crystallographic Server [104, 105,
106].
VESTA software [107, 108, 109] has been used for three-dimensional visual-
ization and exploration of various crystal structures as well as for simulation of
volumetric (voxel) data such as X-ray diffraction patterns [110].
3.2. Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)
The Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [111, 112, 113, 114, 115] is
scientific software that has been developed to perform computer simulations of
materials at the atomic level, including electronic structure and optical response
calculations as well as quantum mechanical molecular dynamics. The modeling
can be done either by using density functional theory (DFT), solving the Kohn-
Sham equations, or by using the Hartree-Fock (HF) approach. VASP also involves
calculations with hybrid DFT functionals [116, 117, 118] that account for a certain
portion of the Fock exchange [119, 120, 121, 122], and also includes the use of
the Green’s function method, which is implemented at different levels of the GW
approximation [123]. The GW approximation, which represents a first-principles
implementation of the many-body approach, can be used to model excited states
in solids in terms of quasiparticle excitations in order to describe the electronic
band structure and the frequency-dependent dielectric function [124, 125]. In the
calculations, the VASP code uses its own atomic pseudopotentials, enhanced by
the projector augmented wave functions [126].
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3.2.1. Stability analysis
The structural and dynamic stability of lattice configurations is determined with
respect to the following criteria. First, it is necessary to calculate the squares of the
zone-centered vibrational modes, since their positive values confirm the stability of
the lattice with respect to the relative displacements of the crystal sublattices [127,
128] Second, the macroscopic stability of the crystal structure must be verified
by an analysis of the total positivity of the elastic energy; such a confirmation is
carried out through a study of the eigenvalues of the elasticity tensor (stiffness
matrix) [129, 130]. The theoretical study of thermodynamic stability uses the
results of accurate DFT calculations of the free energy, which allow us to estimate
both the formation energies for a given structural composition and to verify the
chemical stability with respect to the corresponding decomposition reactions.
3.2.2. Examination of elastic properties
The open-source online application ELATE [131] is a software tool with the func-
tionality to calculate, analyze and visualize elastic properties for any periodic
solid. As input data, ELATE takes a 6×6 symmetric matrix of second-order elastic
constants, Ci j (written in the Voigt notation, and the units are GPa). In the repre-
sentation of three averaging schemes (Voigt [132], Reuss [133] and Hill [134]), the
program evaluates and displays such material properties as bulk modulus, Young’s
modulus, shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio. The six eigenvalues of the elasticity
tensor are also calculated. If at least one of them is negative, the elasticity tensor
is not uniquely positive; this means that the system is structurally unstable [129,
135]. For structurally stable systems, the program also provides information on
the spatial behavior of elastic moduli: Young’s modulus (E), linear compressibility
(β ), shear modulus (G) and Poisson’s ratio (ν). The results of extended tensor
analysis can be very useful in the search for materials with desired or anomalous
elastic properties, such as those with negative linear compressibility [136], negative
Poisson’s ratio (partial or total auxeticity) [137, 138], or highly-anisotropic elastic
moduli [139].
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION




"The fundamental laws necessary for the mathematical treatment of a large part of physics
and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known, and the difficulty lies only in the





At present, a wide range of modern tools and methods, including evolutionary
algorithms [140, 141, 142, 143], data mining [144, 145, 146], density functional
theory [147, 148, 149, 150], molecular dynamics [151, 152, 153], etc, are used
to predict crystal structures and investigate the main characteristics of materials.
Many researchers systematically study various compounds in order to discover
materials with unexpected properties or to develop new materials with desired prop-
erties. In the computational aspect, the capabilities of first-principle modeling have
expanded significantly, allowing scientists to predict the structure and properties of
advanced materials even before they will be synthesized. In general, the prediction
of compounds with high accuracy must be combined with high-throughput screen-
ing methods, thus significantly advancing the search for new materials. There
are, however, two marked disadvantages to such methods: the first is related to
computational expenses, execution time and memory consumption, and the second
is the fact that these methods cannot easily ensure that the results of crystal system
simulations will meet the stability requirements.
In the present dissertation, we applied a method in which material modeling
does not require any additional assumptions other than those that follow directly
from symmetry considerations. Our strategy reflects the ideas of "local analysis"
because the problem of modeling is transformed into a combination of associated
subtasks satisfying the extensionality property – a one-way implication gener-
ates all possible inner configurations in accordance with the formal statement:
model B is subset of model A. In the language of group theory, this means
that model sequences are predicted by considering certain relationships between
groups and subgroups and then evaluating the proper (most stable) configurations.
For the given model structures, the calculations become mostly routine, and the
matched configurations represented by the appropriate lattice geometries ensure
good computational convergence. This provides significant economy of necessary
computational resources and time. Besides, the formalization of material modeling
gives a clear mathematical understanding of how the set of possible structural
configurations can be considerably simplified, what, in turn, greatly simplifies the
modeling itself.
4.1.1. Geometrization as realization of a fully geometric approach
The variety of natural and artificial crystals shows that the world of crystals is
characterized by a wealth of different phases and forms. To describe such an
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amazing richness of crystal architectures, we will be guided by the fundamental
idea that the patterns of structure reflecting the ordering of constituent elements
(atoms, ions, molecular units) are governed by the symmetries of space groups [154,
155, 156]. According to Felix Klein’s Erlangen program (e.g., [157]), any geometry
should be realized as a theory of geometric invariants. In the constructive sense,
geometric representation means that an arbitrary crystal system can be given a
theoretical interpretation in terms of geometric abstractions and mathematical
objects, such as finite groups. In other words, the model of crystal structure is
considered not in terms of interactions between the constituent elements, but in
terms of a discrete set of points, i.e. as a certain geometric configuration embedded
in the three-dimensional Euclidean space E3 , as illustrated in Figure 13a. This
Figure 13. The geometric configuration illustrated in terms of (a) a metric space with
distance function d, and (b) a set of operations of the octahedral group Oh .
figure schematically depicts a metric space with a distance function d given by the
Euclidean norm, isometry, and geometric properties. A set of points can be mapped
into this space by means of orthonormal Euclidean vectors generating primitive
translations; the result of the mapping is a geometric configuration consisting
of an abstract periodic lattice with a basis associated with crystallographic point
groups. If G is a finite group from E3, which we would like to engage within a
discrete lattice model with on-site symmetry, we could consider arbitrary internal
transformations based on the group of all rigid transformations T , passing to a
factor group: G/T → SO(3) . Here SO(3) is a group of linear transformations
represented as nontrivial rotations that preserve origin (when one point is chosen
fixed), isometry, and orientation. Further, since the finite symmetry group does
not assume elements such as translations or glides, the rotational group SO(3) can
be reduced to one of its finite subgroups to describe the symmetry properties of a
given subset of discrete points that can be assigned to atom positions in a crystal
unit cell. The focus of our interest will be the reconstruction of the crystal lattice
as a highly symmetric geometric object whose symmetry is characterized by the
full octahedral symmetry group Oh (Figure 13b). The motivation for choosing
octahedral symmetry can be explained by the important fact that only two of
the five fully space-filling convex polyhedra [158], the cube and the truncated
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octahedron, have the highest symmetry; this particular symmetry belongs to the Oh
group. Hence, to obtain periodic coverage of the entire three-dimensional space
it is sufficient to fill it with copies of a single unit cell with octahedral symmetry.
Another interesting fact is that in this case the resulting lattice packing has a density
that is very close to the most optimal [159]. If a finite subset of discrete points
from E3 is a Delone set [160], then these points correspond to orbits under a
proper crystallographic group. Thus, our goal is to consider the global symmetry
properties of the lattice space (E3, Oh), which we denote below as the configuration
space of the geometrically projected three-dimensional discrete lattice. Given that
the cube is dual to the octahedron, the cubic space group Fm-3m (no 225) will
be taken to serve as the crystallographic group for all possible operations of the
non-Abelian finite group Oh in this configuration space.
4.1.2. Lattice transformations
When we want to characterize a crystal as a real object whose chemical composi-
tion we know, we first of all describe its shape and structure. In our case, we will
not focus on the typical lattice stability problem, where the structural configuration
is governed by the delicate balance between the long- and short-range forces in
the crystal lattice. We are going to consider structural/phase transformations from
a geometric point of view, without regard to the microscopic mechanism of the
transformation process, for example, in terms of the interaction of patterns (con-
sidered abstractly as geometric objects) and their discrete symmetries [156, 161].
Our geometric formalism concentrates on the characterization and classification of
lattice configurations, their transformations, and orderings in terms of the evolution
of discrete geometric objects. Our research work is based on the combined use of
tools from discrete geometry and group theory to create and manipulate geometric
models, as well as computational DFT tools to simulate these models in terms of
structural variables, and to calculate material properties. Evolution is that the final
choice of the most suitable substructures occurring in the hierarchy of structural
configurations and generated by a given parent superstructure is made by compar-
ing the efficiency/competitiveness of various pathways in the context of energy
and stability conditions, which, in turn, are determined within the framework
of accurate DFT-calculations. This approach keeps us from obtaining incorrect
results, since it is quite safe to work with local transformation schemes, within
which there is the possibility to freely move between model geometries and energy
calculations at any time as needed. Figure 14A and Figure 14B [Figures 2A and 2B
of Paper VI, respectively] provide a visual geometric insight into the variety of
lattice configurations that a multi-anion chemical system can acquire as a result
of molecular ensemble condensation. Constructive modeling of the results of this
condensation by means of geometrical interpretation of possible structural phases
relies on the classification of invariant chains of group-subgroup relations [162,
163]. Figure 14A illustrates a model of the initial distribution of ions over crystal-
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Figure 14. Crystallization of a two-chanion chemical composition, schematized by
visualizing possible lattice configurations. The colored balls represent atoms occupying
highly symmetric positions of the parent structure, the black circles correspond to empty
areas that can be filled later. The colored arrows indicate three different transformations.
(This figure corresponds to Figure 2 of Paper VI).
lographic sites. The model uses a rich set of discrete points (voids) available in
the configuration space with high cubic symmetry Oh; not only can these voids be
filled with atoms to form different cation-anion compositions balanced according
to given crystallographic distributions, but their positions themselves can also
be displaced under structural transformations. Figure 14B shows three possible
directions in terms of group-subgroup relations, which determine the optimization
of the parent cubic superstructure characterized by the space group Fm-3m (225).
4.2. Compositional and structural design
4.2.1. Y–H–O ternary phase diagram [Paper I]
The discovery of stable yttrium oxyhydrides initiated the study of various proper-
ties of these materials. In order to understand the synthesis methods and routes
of formation of stable compositions upon condensation of the Y−H−O system,
the relationship between the chemical composition and the crystal structure was
theoretically modeled. The host metal hydride was chosen as the starting point in
the simulation of the oxidation process; this allowed us to describe the appropriate
structural transformations resulting in the formation of different structural phases.
We have proposed an approach that can thoroughly model the results of oxidation
of hydrides by oxygen incorporation and explain how the host lattice of a hydride
compound can attach oxygen and increase its content in the unit cell up to the com-
plete loss of structural stability. As a result, we predicted a number of condensed
phases of several series of yttrium oxyhydride compositions, which are summa-
rized in Figure 15 (Figure 1 of Paper I) and in Figure 16 (Figure 4 of Paper I).
Modeling the properties of a multi-anion material showed that the functionality
of a metal hydride can be regulated through a combination of different types of
anions arranged in a common chemical space. This allowed us to understand the
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Figure 15. Phase diagram predicted for the ternary composition: the Y-H-O composi-
tional triangle is outlined in terms of the variables Y, H, and O. Covered compositions
are marked with black squares and numbered 1 to 10. The orange dashed lines connect
end members Y2O3, YO, YH2, YH3, Y(OH)3, and YO(OH). The union of intersections,
shown as a solid pentagon, is an area of potential stability. The yellow dashed line con-
necting Y2O3 and YH3 corresponds to a homologous series Y(2n+m)/3HmOn (Figure 1 of
Paper I).
role of the combination of oxygen and hydrogen in yttrium oxyhydrides, which in
fact turned out to be the main factor responsible for the formation and stabilization
of the anion framework in the ternary lattice system.
4.2.2. Structural chemistry of REM oxyhydrides [Paper II]
An attractive feature of REM oxyhydrides is the possibility to change the structure-
property relationships by affecting the hydrogen-oxygen ratio in the chemical
composition. In this context, there is a perspective to trigger corresponding off-
center displacements of cations and anions, which, by inducing a total asymmetry
in the charge density distribution, can lead to the breaking of the inversion sym-
metry of the crystal structure. This opens the way to several polar systems in the
homologous series Ln2n+mHmOn (Ln=Y,La), which can possess piezo- and ferro-
electric properties. In Paper II we showed that the lower member of this series, the
ternary system Ln2H4O, can crystallize in three noncentrosymmetric phases with
monoclinic, orthorhombic, and trigonal structures. A schematic characterization of
the layered topology of the polar Ln2H4O oxyhydride system is shown in Figure 17
(Figure 2 of Paper II). As it was revealed from our analysis, oxyhydrides of the
given composition exhibit attractive electromechanical properties that can be used
for the design and development of promising lead-free ferro- and piezoelectric
systems.
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Figure 16. A variety of condensed phases of yttrium oxyhydrides. Here, yttrium, oxygen
and hydrogen atoms are indicated as green, blue and red balls, respectively. The three-
dimensional framework is rendered in terms of face-, edge-, and corner-sharing linkages
of Y-H-O polydedra. All layers are stacked along the c axis [Figure 4 of Paper I].
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Figure 17. Layered topology of ternary Ln2H4O (Ln = Y, La) oxyhydride systems
presented as polyhedral representations. Ln, O, and H atoms are drawn in dark green, red,
and pink, respectively. (Figure 2 of Paper II).
4.2.3. Prediction of a new chiral material [Paper III]
Further search for possible ways of admixing oxygen atoms into the oxyhydride
system led us to the prediction of a new class of inorganic crystalline materials -
metal hydroxyhydrides, whose chemical composition M2H3O(OH) (M = Y, Sc,
La, and Gd) allows three different types of anions (H– , O2 and OH– ) to coexist
in a common space. The symmetry of the material corresponds to the chiral
space group P41. A schematic illustration of the predicted crystal structure of
M2H3O(OH) is shown in Figure 18 [Figure 1 of Paper III]; characteristic patterns
of polyhedral chains are reproduced in Figure 19 [Figure 2b of Paper III]. The
oxygen-induced proton displacements were found to be the result of oxygen-
induced specific modifications in the crystal structure of M2H3O(OH), which
caused the charge state of some hydrogen anions to change from negative H– to
positive H+, resulting in the formation of protonic centers in the hydroxyl groups.
Due to the chiral structural organization of metal cations and anions forming helical
curves in the tetragonal structure, the material exhibits a synergy of such effects
as: extra-high localization of the valence charge density, dihydrogen bonding and
stability of the coexistence of hydride and proton hydrogens in a common anionic
framework. It is interesting to note that the dihydrogen linkage is caused by the
twisting between negatively H– and positively H+ charged hydrogens, which are
included in opposite chiral chains. The material properties of Y2H3O(OH) were
evaluated. Due to the "built-in" chirality, this material exhibits attractive optical
characteristics: anomalous refractive index dispersion (∆n), as well as high absolute
values of the second-order susceptibility tensor component χzzz(2ω,ω,ω).
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Figure 18. Illustration of the rearrangement effect caused by the addition of oxygen: the
visualization is presented as a comparison of elementary cells belonging to less stable and
more stable compositions. The color codes of the atoms are: green – Y, pink – H, and
red – O. Crystal packing models are shown in terms of positional characteristics. The H(4)
and O(2) orbits which are active in the hydrogen migration are highlighted in green and in
purple, respectively. The "lost" hydride hydrogen orbitals H(4) (left section) converted to
protons (right section) are highlighted in green, and the newly added oxygen composing the
O(2) orbital is highlighted in purple. The combination of orbits O(2) and H(4) generates
four hydroxyl groups in the unit cell of Y2H3O(OH) (Figure 1 of Paper III).
Figure 19. Part of the predicted crystal structure of Y2H3O(OH): characteristic patterns
of polyhedral chains displayed along the a axis. (Figure 2b of Paper II).
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4.2.4. Electronic structure and optical properties [Papers IV & VII]
To understand how the electronic properties of the yttrium oxyhydride system can
be associated with its chemical composition and structural properties, we compared
the electronic band structure and density of states (DOS) calculated for the P-43m
phase Y4H10O and three different YHO phases described by the F-43m, Pnma
and P-43m space groups, respectively. The results of calculations are presented in
Figure 20. The low-oxidized version of the oxyhydride, Y4H10O, has a direct band
Figure 20. Site-projected density of states, electronic band structure along the high-
symmetry directions of the irreducible Brillouin zone (BZ) and absorption spectra pre-
sented for Y4H10O and YHO. The calculations were performed within the HSE06 hybrid
functional. The Fermi level is set to the zero of energy.
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gap with a valence band (VB) maximum and conduction band (CB) minimum
located at the highly symmetric R of BZ. The top part of the valence band consists
mainly of the hydrogen s-orbitals, which are separated from the lowest empty
states belonging to the yttrium 4d-orbitals, thus forming a fundamental band gap of
2.6 eV. The 2p states of oxygen hybridized with s electrons of H lie in the valence
band with a shift to lower energies from the band edge by 1 and 3 eV, respectively.
The calculated DOS picture is in good agreement with the spectral behavior of the
absorption coefficient α presented in the right part of Figure 20. Y4H10O exhibits
almost zero absorption for photon energies below 2.2 eV. This value can be seen
as an estimate of the optical band gap. Note that electronic transitions from the
VB region with energies from −1 to 0 eV contribute little to the absorption spectra
because these states are occupied by s-electrons of H, for which direct dipole
transitions to yttrium 4d electronic states of CB are forbidden. The increase in
absorption occurs at photon energies of 3 eV or higher, when the 2p oxygen states
begin to contribute to the allowed 2p-4d interband transitions.
The calculations for strongly oxidized YHO, presented in Figure 20, describe
the electronic band structures of three different phases. The F-43m cubic phase
is characterized by an indirect wide band gap of 4.9 eV, which separates the VB
maximum near the R point and the CB minimum located between the Γ and M
points of BZ. This point of low symmetry also defines the smallest direct band
gap of 5.5 eV. The uppermost part of the VB is formed by sp-hybridization of the
electronic states of hydrogen and oxygen; the lowest part of the VB is completely
filled with empty 4d states of yttrium with a small fraction of oxygen 3p states.
The calculated absorption spectra (α(E) in the Figure 20) revealed almost zero
absorption for photon energies below 5.0 eV. This value provides an estimate of the
optical band gap for the F-43m phase of YHO. The electronic band structure of the
Pnma orthorhombic phase of YHO has an indirect band gap of 3.9 eV separating
VB and CB along the high symmetry points of BZ, Z and Y , respectively. The
smallest direct band gap is 4.5 eV and belongs to the Z point of BZ. The uppermost
part of BZ consists of hybridized s states of hydrogen and 2p oxygen, while the
lowest empty 4d states of yttrium form the bottom of BZ. As can be observed
in Figure 20, the optical band gap for the orthorhombic phase is ∼4.3 eV. The
electronic band structure of P-43m cubic phase of YHO has a direct band gap of
4.0 eV, which separates the maximum VB and minimum CB at the high symmetry
point X of BZ. The upper part of the VB consists mainly of oxygen 2p states
hybridized with hydrogen 1s states, while the lowest CB states belong to the empty
4d electronic states of yttrium. For the given cubic phase, as can be seen from
Figure 20, the magnitude of the optical gap, 4.0 eV, is identical to the fundamental
gap. Note also that for all the three phase of YHO the significant growth of
absorption spectra is associated with 2p–4d direct electron transitions between
electronic shells of oxygen and yttrium, respectively. Note also that for all three
phases of YHO a significant increase in the absorption spectra is associated with
the activation of 2p–4d direct electron transitions between the electron shells of
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oxygen and yttrium, respectively. Figure 21 [Figure 3 of Paper IV] compares
Figure 21. Comparison between the total DOS calculated for two cubic phases of YHO
(P-43m and F-43m) and the experimental results of XPS measurements for thin film
yttrium oxyhydride samples (Figure 3 of Paper IV).
the careful DFT calculations of the DOS with the experimentally measured X-ray
photoelectron spectra. The total DOS picture was previously theoretically evaluated
for both cubic phases YHO. As can be seen from Figure 21, the correspondence of
the results allows us to suggest which structure the experimental sample has.
Figure 22 [Figure 1 of Paper VII] shows the optical properties of yttrium oxy-
hydrides, Y4H10O and YHO, modeled based on the frequency-dependent real and
imaginary components of the dielectric function, εreal and εimg respectively. Both
of these components of the dielectric function were evaluated by DFT calculations
using the hybrid HSE06 functional. The spectral behavior is presented for such
optical characteristics as refractive index n, reflectance R and transmittance T . It is
interesting to mention that Y4H10O has a relatively high refractive index of 2.62 at
2 eV compared to ion-covalent materials with similar gap values. For example, the
wide-gap semiconductor GaN (Eg = 3.3 eV) [164] exhibits a lower refractive index
of 2.39 at the same incident light energy. For comparison, we note that strongly
oxidized YHO has an even lower refractive index of 1.9 – 2.2 for incident light in
the visible part of the optical spectrum. These low values are similar to those for
wide-gap ion-covalent materials such as Y2O3 [165] (Eg = 5.6 eV, n = 1.93) and
HfO2 [166] (Eg = 5.9 eV, n = 2.11) metal oxides.
4.2.5. Ferro- and piezoelectricity [Papers II & V]
As we showed in Paper II, the reaching of structural stability through charge
ordering in polar Ln2H4O oxyhydrides (Ln=Y,La) is provided by the strong inter-
action between different anion sublattices integrated into a rigid three-dimensional
cationic framework. A study of the structure-property relationships for these sys-
tems revealed the unexplored potential of polar oxyhydride phases as promising
lead-free piezoelectric materials. Using appropriate DFT calculations, we modeled
such ferroelectric and piezoelectric characteristics of the Ln2H4O system as dielec-
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Figure 22. Optical characteristics of yttrium oxyhydrides Y4H10O and YHO given in
terms of frequency dependent dielectric function ε , refractive index n, reflectance R and
transmittance T spectra (Figure 1 of Paper VII).
tric and piezoelectric tensors, macroscopic electric polarization, and also estimated
several electromechanical characteristics; all are presented in Tables 4−6 of Paper
II. Our predictions showed that the monoclinic and orthorhombic polar phases of
Ln2H4O exhibit an outstanding piezoelectric response and can also provide energy
harvesting capability. These characteristics are similar to those exhibited by known
ferroelectric materials. Thus, Ln2H4O oxyhydrides may be of great interest as
a starting point for the technological development of modern high-performance
lead-free piezoelectric devices.
The study of substitution effects in polar REM oxyhydrides allowed us to
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Figure 23. Illustrative 3D model of P3m1 and R3m phases of Ln2OFClH2. The model
shows the profiles of the charged heteroatomic layers LnHCl+1 and LnOF– 1 stacked on
top of each other. Yttrium, oxygen, hydrogen, chlorine and fluorine atoms are indicated by
dark green, red, pink, green and pearl balls, respectively. The polymorphic rearrangement
between phases is represented schematically in terms of shear and rotation of atomic layers
in the [110] crystallographic direction. (Figure 1 of Paper V).
predict a new family of multi-anion materials with the following composition:
Ln2OF2-xClxH2 (Ln = Y,La,Gd). As illustrated in Figure 23 [Figure 1 of Paper
V], this system Ln2OF2-xClxH2 crystallizes in the layered structures with the
P3m1 or R3m trigonal symmetries. Two regularly stacked layers, LnO(FCl)H and
Ln(FCl)FH, are arranged in alternating order along the polar axis c. The partial
replacement of hydrogen anions by halogen anions caused a favorable anisotropic
softening of the crystal lattice, which, by modifying the elastic characteristics,
led to unique electromechanical characteristics. The bilayer configuration of
different types of anions in the noncentrosymmetric trigonal structure generated
a strong asymmetry of the valence charge density, which led to high electrical
and mechanical responses to external loading. The unique combination of high
piezoelectric response with enhanced elastic sensitivity may reveal the perspectives
for the technological use of these Ln2OF2-xClxH2 based materials as low pressure
sensors and powerful mechanical energy harvesters. In particular, their high
electromechanical characteristics suggest that they may become direct competitors
to piezopolymers such as PVDF.
4.3. Modeling of prospective devices [Papers II, III, V, VII]
The distinctive characteristics of rare-earth metal oxyhydrides have inspired the
search for applications of these multi-anion materials. For example, the prediction
of new inorganic materials with unique structural architecture, such as chiral
metal hydroxyhydrides M2H3O(OH), is of great interest for the development of
novel optoelectronic and nonlinear optics (NLO) devices. Generally speaking, the
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development of new inorganic materials with high NLO characteristics is one of
the important challenges. Organic NLO materials generally do not exhibit good
stability for hard conditions such as high electromagnetic fields, etc. Thus, the
development of new chiral metal hydroxyhydrides M2H3O(OH) with decent NLO
properties may have great potential to overcome a number of existing problems and
limitations and create a competitive material for high-power laser and photonics
applications.
Figure 24. Illustrative view of the piezoelectric model of harvester which operates in the
longitudinal mode (Figure 4 of Paper V).
The next idea in the context of a possible application was the flexible addition
of different anions in order to create an internal channel of macroscopic charge
asymmetry. The main focus in this direction was the specific configuration of
partial substitutions, which led us to the heteroatomic anion [OF2-xClxH2]6. As
a result, we proposed a polar material model Ln2OFClH2 (Ln = Y, La, Gd) that
exhibits a unique combination of elastic and electromechanical characteristics.
This model allowed us to develop the concept of an energy harvesting device
that can combine the high piezoelectric power and softness typical of PVDF-type
piezopolymers, on the one hand, and the high thermal and structural stability
typical of solid piezoelectric ceramics, on the other. For example, our estimates
of energy harvesting efficiency showed that the power output of a piezoelectric
energy harvesting device produced by a system based on Ln2OClFH2 could be
about 5-10 times greater than that of commercially available PZT-5H ceramic, and
about 3-4 times greater than that of commercially available piezoelectric polymers.
Illustrative view on piezoelectric harvester operating in the longitudinal mode is
presented in Figure 24 [Figure 4 of Paper V]. Note also that the predicted material
may be of particular interest for the development of the following electromechanical
devices: (i) transverse stress sensing elements for monitoring applied mechanical
loads, (ii) sensitive tactile sensors operating over a wide range of external forces
from 0.01 to 1000 N, and (iii) a sensitive component of artificial skin models.
Also of interest from a practical point of view is the difference in the spectral
behavior exhibited by different phases and compositions of yttrium oxyhydride in
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Figure 25. Model of a low-emissivity coating. (Figure 3 of Paper VII).
Figure 26. Model of a light-absorbing non-reflective coating. (Figure 4 of Paper VII).
the optical range. Based on the obtained knowledge of the frequency-dependent
complex dielectric function, reflection (R) and transmittance (T ) spectra, a simula-
tion of prototype composite optical systems designed on multilayer oxyhydride
configurations was performed. By simulating the effects of refraction, transmit-
tance, and reflection together with the effects of internal interference of light waves,
we proposed two different prototype optical coatings in which yttrium oxyhydride
thin films play a key role.
(i) Model of a low-emissivity coating. The idea is to propose a model that would
block the ultraviolet (UV) radiation and, to some extent, the heating caused by
the infrared (IR) component of solar radiation; the effectiveness of the model is
determined by the fact that visible light can propagate with high transmittance
(above 90%) and low reflectance (below 10%). The key details of the model
are described in Figure 25a. The model reduces both UV and IR light radiation
through a configuration that provides a "low-high-low" light transmission scheme
(Figures 25b and 25c).
(ii) Model of a light-absorbing non-reflective coating. The idea is to propose a
model that would exhibit high light absorption and low light reflection. The key
details of the model are described in Figure 26. The main component of the model
configuration is a metal-dielectric interface formed by a combination of yttrium
and yttrium oxyhydride thin films; its target function is to significantly improve the
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light-absorbing properties [167]. Another feature of this model is that its composite
nature provides finding the proper combination of layer thicknesses to generate
a composition for a broadband absorption coating with "ideal" absorption levels.
In particular, in the case of normal incidence, simulation results showed that in
the broader wavelength range of 375–550 nm, the system absorbs on average
99.7% of incoming light radiation; the highest absorption level, 99.98%, is reached
at 395 nm. Worsening of the near-perfect absorptive property occurs at longer
wavelengths of visible light, when the absorptivity gradually drops to 90%.
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5. SUMMARY
The main purpose of the present PhD thesis was to study the oxyhydrides of the rare
earth metals Y−H−O, La−H−O, Gd−H−O using a combination of theoretical
and computational methods.
Using a combination of group theory methods, multi-anion chemistry reasoning,
and density functional theory calculations, we have identified and described the
most probable structural and compositional configurations in rare-earth metal oxy-
hydride systems. Based on a large number of predicted compounds with different
crystal structures and oxygen/hydrogen ratios, we pioneered in the development
of a ternary phase diagram for the compositions Y−H−O. This allowed us to
characterize the key role of oxygen in crystalline oxyhydrides, which is the leading
component responsible for the stabilization of the multi-anion framework in ternary
compounds.
We have shown that in certain cases off-center displacements of cations and
anions must occur during condensation of an oxyhydride compound in order to gain
a stable structure. This effect can lead to the breaking of the inversion symmetry
of the crystal structure and cause macroscopic asymmetry of the charge density.
Among all ternary oxyhydride compositions, we found that compositions in the
form Ln2H4O (Ln = Y, La) can be stabilized in three noncentrosymmetric phases
with monoclinic, orthorhombic and trigonal structures. Our predictions showed that
the monoclinic and orthorhombic polar phases of Ln2H4O exhibit an outstanding
piezoelectric response and can also provide high electromechanical characteristics.
We have demonstrated that the particular integration of oxygen atoms in the
yttrium oxyhydride system may generate a new class of inorganic crystalline
materials - metal hydroxyhydrides having a chemical composition M2H3O(OH) (M
= Y, Sc, La, and Gd). It was found that oxygen-induced specific transformations
of the crystal structure lead to a change in the charge state of some hydrogen
anions from negative H– to positive H+, forming thus proton sites in the hydroxyl
groups. The strong localization of the charge at the hydrogen positions, caused by
a special atomic ordering, is an important factor in stabilizing the chiral structural
organization of the metal cations and anions forming the helical curves in the
tetragonal structure M2H3O(OH). The results of accurate DFT calculations have
shown that this material, which has a totally chiral structure, can be used for the
design and development of promising applications of nonlinear optics.
Based on the study of substitution effects in the polar oxyhydride system
Ln2H4O we predicted a new family of multi-anion materials - Ln2OF2-xClxH2
(Ln = Y,La,Gd), which combines unique elastic characteristics with exceptional
piezoelectric characteristics. This opens the way to the development of advanced
energy harvesting devices that could merge the high piezoelectric power and elastic
softness of PVDF-type piezopolymers on the one hand, and the thermal and high
mechanical stability of solid piezoelectric ceramics on the other. Our estimates
of energy harvesting efficiency showed that the power output of a piezoelectric
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energy harvesting device using the Ln2OClFH2 system could be about 5-10 times
that of commercially available PZT-5H ceramics, and about 3-4 times that of
commercially available piezoelectric polymers.
To demonstrate how the combination of the effects of refraction, transmittance,
and reflection together with the effect of internal interference of light waves can be
used, we proposed two different prototypes of optical coatings in which oxyhydride
thin films play a key role. (i) A low-emissivity coating model that is expected
to block ultraviolet radiation and, to some extent, heating caused by infrared
solar radiation. The model efficiency is that visible light can propagate with high
transmittance (above 90%) and low reflectance (below 10%). (ii) A light-absorbing
non-reflective coating model that is expected to exhibit high light absorption and
low light reflection. Simulation results have shown that the proposed model can
serve as a key component of broadband absorption coating. In the case of normal
incidence, the system can absorb approximately 99.7% of incoming light over a
wide wavelength range of 375−550 nm; the highest absorption level, 99.98%, is
reached at 395 nm.
The application of symmetry-based methods combined with accurate DFT cal-
culations has helped us to predict and characterize materials of different chemical
composition and structure. The key point of our approach is that modeling the
lattice geometry of a three-dimensional crystal system does not require experimen-
tal knowledge of the spatial arrangement of atoms in the regular structure. The
evolution of a specified structure is modeled by comparing the different crystalliza-
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SISUKOKKUVÕTE (SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN)
Haruldaste muldmetallide hüdriididel rajanevate
nutimaterjalide esmaste printsiipide uuringud
Käesoleva doktoritöö peamine eesmärk oli uurida haruldaste muldmetallide oksü-
hüdriide Y-H-O, La-H-O, Gd-H-O, kombineerides teoreetilisi ja arvutuslikke mee-
todeid.
Rühmateooria meetodite, mitmikanioonkeemilise argumentatsiooni ja tihedus-
funktsionaalteooria arvutuste kombinatsiooni abil oleme tuvastanud ja kirjeldanud
kõige tõenäolisemaid struktuurilisi ja koostislikke konfiguratsioone haruldaste
muldmetallide oksühüdriidide süsteemides. Lähtudes suurest hulgast prognoosi-
tud erinevate kristallstruktuuridega ja hapniku/vesiniku osakaaludega ühenditest,
töötasime esimestena välja ternaarse faasidiagrammi Y-H-O koostiste tarvis. See
võimaldas meil kirjeldada hapniku kui ternaarühendite mitmikaniooniliste raamst-
ruktuuride peamise stabiliseerija võtmerolli kristallilistes oksühüdriidides.
Oleme näidanud, et teatud juhtudel peaksid oksühüdriidiühendi kondenseeru-
misel toimuma katioonide ja anioonide ekstsentrilised nihked, et tagada stabiilne
struktuur. See mõju võib tingida kristallstruktuuri inversioonisümmeetria rikkumise
ja põhjustada laengutiheduse makroskoopilise asümmeetria. Kõikide kolmekompo-
nentsete oksühüdriidide koostiste hulgast leidsime, et Ln2H4O (Ln = Y, La) võib
stabiliseeruda kolmes mittetsentrosümmeetrilises faasis, millel on monokliinne,
ortorombiline ja trigonaalne struktuur. Meie prognoosid näitasid, et Ln2H4O mo-
nokliinsed ja ortorombilised polaarsed faasid ilmutavad erakordset piesoelektrilist
vastust ja võivad tagada ka kõrge elektromehaanilise jõudluse.
Oleme näidanud, et hapniku aatomite spetsiifiline integreerimine ütriumoksü-
hüdriidi süsteemis võib viia uue klassi anorgaaniliste kristalliliste materjalide -
metallhüdroksühüdriidide, mille keemiline koostis on M2H3O(OH) (M = Y, Sc,
La ja Gd) – tekkimiseni. Leiti, et hapniku poolt põhjustatud spetsiifilised kris-
tallstruktuuri muutused põhjustavad mõnede vesinikuioonide laengu muutumise
negatiivsest H– ist positiivseks H+-iks, moodustades seega hüdroksüülgruppides
prootonite asukohti. Laengu tugev lokaliseerumine vesiniku positsioonidel, mis on
tingitud erilisest aatomikorrastusest, on oluline tegur, mis stabiliseerib metallka-
tioonide ja -anioonide kiraalset struktuurilist paigutust, moodustades spiraalseid
kõveraid M2H3O(OH) tetragonaalses struktuuris. Täpsete DFT-arvutuste tulemu-
sed on näidanud, et seda täielikult kiraalse struktuuriga materjali saab kasutada
mittelineaarses optikas paljutõotavate rakenduste kavandamiseks ja arendamiseks.
Polaarses oksühüdriidsüsteemis Ln2H4O toimunud asendusefektide uurimise
põhjal ennustasime uue mitme aniooniga materjalide perekonda – Ln2OF2-xClxH2
(Ln = Y, La, Gd) –, milles unikaalsed elastsed omadused on ühendatud erakordsete
piesoelektriliste omadustega. See avab tee täiustatud energiakogumisseadmete
väljatöötamisele, mis võiksid ühendada ühelt poolt piesoelektriliste polümeeride,
nagu PVDF, kõrge piesoelektrilise võimsuse ja elastse pehmuse ning teiselt poolt
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tahke piesoelektrilise keraamika termilise ja kõrge mehaanilise stabiilsuse. Meie
hinnangud energia kogumise efektiivsuse kohta näitasid, et piesoelektrilise energia
kogumise seadme väljundvõimsus võib Ln2OClFH2 süsteemi kasutamise korral
olla umbes 5-10 korda suurem kui kaubanduslikult pakutava PZT-5H keraamika
puhul ja umbes 3-4 korda suurem kui kaubanduslikult pakutavate piesoelektriliste
polümeeride puhul.
Et näidata, kuidas kasutada valguse refraktsiooni, läbivuse ja peegelduse koos-
mõju koos valguslainete siseinterferentsmõjuga, pakkusime välja kaks erinevat
optiliste katete prototüüpi, milles õhukesed oksühüdriidist kiled täidavad võtmerol-
li. (i) Väikese emissiooniga katte mudel, mis peaks blokeerima ultraviolettkiirgust
ja teatud määral ka päikese infrapunakiirguse põhjustatud kuumust. Mudeli efek-
tiivsus seisneb selles, et nähtav valgusvoog võib levida kõrge läbivusastmega (üle
90%) ja madala peegeldumisastmega (alla 10%). (ii) Valgust neelava mittepee-
geldava katte mudel, mis peaks näitama kõrget valguse neeldumist ja madalat
valguspeegeldust. Simulatsioonitulemused on näidanud, et esitatud mudel võib olla
peamiseks komponendiks lairibaneeldumiskattes. Tavalise langusnurga korral võib
süsteem neelata umbes 99.7% valgusest laias lainepikkuste vahemikus 375-550
nm; suurim neelduvus, 99.98%, saavutatakse 395 nm puhul.
Sümmeetriapõhiste meetodite rakendamine koos täpsete DFT-arvutustega on
võimaldanud prognoosida ja iseloomustada erineva keemilise koostise ja struk-
tuuriga materjale. Meie lähenemise põhipunkt on see, et kolmemõõtmelise kris-
tallsüsteemi võregeomeetria modelleerimine ei nõua eksperimentaalseid teadmisi
aatomite ruumilise paigutuse kohta tavastruktuuris. Konkreetse struktuuri evolut-
siooni modelleerimisel võrreldakse hierarhias lubatud allstruktuuride erinevaid
kristalliseerumisteid energia- ja stabiilsustingimuste suhtes.
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